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By Maria Elena Cruz
Newly elected Mother Superior General Sister Pearl Caesar says education is in their bones. The congregation was founded on education, and
the mission to educate poor and marginalized communities remains the
same. However, it is clear the dynamics of the congregation has changed,
therefore, for Caesar, the path to meeting this mission may be different
today than it was all those years ago when the congregation was founded.
Caesar always wanted to be a nun. When she was a small child, she
remembers her first cousin walking in the door, dressed in a full habit.
She looked like an angel to the then 5-year-old Caesar. But it wasn’t the
habit that made such an impression on Caesar; she remembers her first
cousin being a kind and caring individual. She helped and cared about
everyone no matter who it was which is really what convinced Caesar she
would one day be like her cousin and lead a religious life. “The Sisters I
saw were in full habit,” said Caesar, “but I was not taken by the fact they
were dressed differently, it was much more than that. My mom and dad
explained to me that she was totally dedicated to God. That was followed
by attending school, grade school and high school, I was taught by nuns
for 12 years, so it came very naturally. And so, I just knew that I wanted
to dedicate my life to God because of the type of life I saw the Sisters
leading. They were very generous, they were kind,” said Caesar
Caesar entered the religious life when she was 18-years-old and there
was no looking back. “My parents were very supportive, because my
cousin was a Sister. And so, they knew the life, and they knew her as well,
so my parents were very supportive,” said Caesar.
Caesar starts her new position in June, and at the top of her agenda is
meeting with all the Sisters to gauge the needs of the congregation. “What
I’m going to do first is meet with all the Sisters and basically see what
they want,” she said, “because before this I was a community organizer,
meaning I developed leadership within religious congregations.” She
plans to bring that experience to her new role as Mother Superior General. Having worked and formed part of the founders of Project Quest
has made her well-equipped to meet the challenges that may lay ahead.”
Faced with a congregation that is clearly getting older, she hopes to
find new and innovative ways to not only bring in new members, but find
ways the able-bodied Sisters can remain relevant in an ever-changing
world.
“As the congregation gets smaller,” said Caesar, “we will need to address what our future will look like. I believe we have a future, but it will
be different. Some people call this the new normal, that we can’t look at

religious life the way it was; we must look at it the way it will be. Or the
way it is, and the way it will be. This is the new normal. What that means
is we will be smaller in number, we will be older and we need to look
for more lay people who will work with us in our mission. We can’t just
depend on the 135 that we are. We need to find more associates, we have
associates now, but we need to look for more associates who will do our
mission and our ministry with us,” she said.
Caesar believes recruiting is extremely important to making sure the
congregation’s mission continues. “What can we create with others and
how do we operate differently, given that we are fewer Sisters,” said Caesar. “Right now, we have three Sisters who work with new members, they
recruit on college campuses and they recruit in parishes. We need to look
at that and see how we want to continue to recruit today, and see what is
the most effective way to do it. The people entering our congregation now
are in their 30s and 40s. But we also need to look at college campuses,
because those are where the first seeds are planted. However, given the
evidence that most of the people who are entering now are coming in
their 30s and early 40s, then we need to look at that more closely, and we
need to expand where we are looking,” she said.
While the dynamics of the congregations have changed, the mission
has not. Education is why the Sisters were founded, and Caesar says this
will never change. In the beginning, what started as a group of women
teaching poor children in French rural areas, went on to become the Sisters of Divine Providence. “For the first 20 years, we were not Sisters,”
said Caesar, “we were just dedicated women who wanted to teach poor
children who lived in the countryside of France so it took us 20 years
before we ever became an order. The people named us because they saw
that we had nothing. We didn’t have any money, and so they named us the
Sisters of Providence because they saw that we were totally dependent on
Providence for what we had. The first Sisters lived in barns or wherever
people could give them room, so they were totally dependent on God, and
that’s how we got our name.”
Caesar is excited about assuming her role of leadership and hopes to
create a better presence in the University. While she doesn’t start until
June, she is already making the rounds, talking to people, discovering
new and better ways to fulfill the congregation’s goals for the next six
years. She is aware of the importance of her new job. “We are now 135
Sisters and basically myself and the council, there are three other Sisters
on the council so that makes four.
We are responsible for the congregation, for the fiscal and directional
path the congregation will take, so I take it very seriously,” said Caesar.
Part of what Caesar does best is create leaders. The way she sees it,
anyone can become a leader. “Leaders are developed, they are not born,”
said Caesar. And they are developed based on what their energies are
and what their interests are. They are also developed by putting them in
relationships with other people who have the same interest, creating a
powerful force of action,” she said. “Power is the ability to act,” added
Cesar, “and we only can act when we are in relationships with others,
to really have power we need to be in relationships with others to bring
about change, and that’s what leadership is.”
Caesar assumes her new role June 1. Her office is still in the convent
on the second floor next to Project Quest offices, the project she helped
create almost 25 years ago, but now her focus will be the congregation
and creating a presence in the university. “I would hope that the Sisters
could become more connected to the university,” she said. “We are an
older congregation but, your heart is in the university. We built the university from scratch, we built the university when there were no federal
funds, when there was no money from the outside. We built the university
when Sisters were probably making $5 a month by teaching in Catholic
schools. The Sisters literally pulled the money together and built the university. We built it because we always felt in our bones in our hearts, that
education was and is important.”
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Saints Win Fifth Championship In A Row

Coach Minner and the Saints Women’s Basketball Team
Photo Provided By the Sports Information Office

By Maria Elena Cruz
SAN ANTONIO – The Our Lady of The Lake women’s basketball team brought home the trophy for the
fifth time in a row Friday, Feb. 24th. The Saints were up
against the LSU-Shreveport Pilots during the Red River
Athletic Conference regular season championship.
Head coach Christopher Minner, said the Saints were
behind but credited the comeback to the team making
threes and gaining confidence from there.
“We started making threes,” said Minner, “Rendon
made a couple threes, Sandman made a couple of threes,
which is key for us, then we got some stops,” said Minner. “When Sandman hit those threes to tie it up and Rendon hit those two threes, to put us up by eight, we got a
lot of energy on that,” said Minner, “I think once they
saw the pre-point shots going in, that motivated them and
they played a little better defense,” he added.
When asked about the team’s winning streak, Minner
says his team is made of winners with great attitudes.
For the coach, his players have to put the game first. “If
you’re a pre-Madonna and you need special attention,
you are not going to be able to play here,” said Minner,
“I think this is why we win, but I am also very careful
when I recruit, I have players that are very dedicated to
winning, and very dedicated to staying eligible and being
good teammates,” said Minner.
Minner has been known to be tough on the girls but
he says it’s just the way he coaches, and if he coached a
men’s team, the question wouldn’t even come up. “This
is the way that I coach, they know that when I recruit
them, they see it in the games,” said Minner.
Gabby Mendoza, who has been with the team for two
years, says that while his coaching style may seem rough,

they need the tough love, and they know that the coach
loves them as if they were his own children. Coach Minner does not have children of his own.
“He is pretty crazy sometimes, he starts yelling, but
that get us going and we don’t want to disappoint him,”
said Mendoza. “It’s necessary for a coach to be hard
sometimes, but after you play with him for a while, you
get used to it and you kind of welcome it for the extra
push you need sometimes on the court. He is hard on us
as a coach when we are playing, said Mendoza, but when
we are out of the court, which is something I have never
experienced before ‘cause all of my coaches were pretty
stand-offish and would never say hi, coach Minner is
pretty cool out of the gym, he is a friend to us.”
Still, Minner loves his team and he makes sure they
know coming in what they are getting into. “I’m lucky
that I have players that put up with me,” he said. “They
get three things, we’re gonna be intense, we’re gonna win
games and no drama,” said Miner. “They are willing to
sacrifice their egos for the team.”
The women’s basketball team is not a stranger to winning. Last year they ranked number one in the nation,
raising the stakes for new and returning players wanting
to earn a spot on the team.
“It is pretty competitive,” said Mendoza, “Last year,
when we were ranked number one in the nation, everyone wanted to come to Our Lady of the Lake. So even
though us older players had a bit of an advantage because
we’ve been here but we still had to try out and remain
competitive to make the team.”
When asked about winning his fifth championship in
a row, Minner says it was not easy. “This one was prob-

ably the hardest one, because we’ve had so many injuries.
We are the youngest team in the conference, and a lot of
people though this was going to be a rebuilding year,” said
Minner. “We started off a little sketchy after the hardest
pre-season that we’ve played,” said Minner.
Mendoza credits coach Minner for turning average players into champions. “It’s his coaching style,” said Mendoza. “I have worked with eight teams during my sports
career, and this is the first team where I feel the players
have a deeper connection that goes beyond the court.”
Minner is known for his special coaching techniques.
Mendoza says his is like no other she has experienced.
“Coach Minner has a different system,” said Mendoza. “I
have never been coached like that; I have never gotten so
much improvement before. His coaching style is amazing.
He could bring in any player and make them so much better.”
“We are now headed to nationals,” said Mendoza,
“There is a lot of pressure, but I feel we could definitely
win this.”
The trip is a 22-hour bus ride to Montana. Mendoza said
the fact they spend so much time together is the reason
the team is so close. “One thing I have noticed about this
team, compared to all the other teams that I have been at, I
have never had all of my teammates get along so well with
each other. I really feel like I have a family, and they have
my back. We need to have each other’s backthe ups and
downs, the winning but also the losing is tough.”
This year’s team is younger but more passionate. “Our
girls are short, said Mendoza, but they are faster and they
have more passion, even though a lot of the other teams
have tall girls, I think if our team plays as good as they can,
we will bring home the trophy.”
We have awesome players, added Mendoza, definitely
they are friends I will have for a lifetime.”
Minner looks forward to wining more games. He feels
his team is at the top of their game, and they are ready to
take on whatever challenges may come their way. “I know
that I’m lucky to have the players that I do,” he said.

OLLU finished the regular season 23-7 and 17-1
in conference.
For more on Saints athletics or the women’s
basketball team, go to
www.ollusaintsathletics.com.
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OLLU Hosts Its First 5K Confetti Run

The 5K Confetti Run & Walk poster designed by the
OLLU marketing and communications department.

By Jazmin Sanchez
At first it was just a small idea, but with the help of
several staff and OLLU departments, the first 5K Confetti
Run & Walk will take place on April 1, 2017 from 7:30
a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
The run will begin in front of Main Building and proceed through various areas around campus and into the
Elmendorf Lake trails and end in to front of Main building where it started.
“I thought it would be a great idea that OLLU would
have a fun run,” said University Events Manager Liz
Longoria. “I had conversations with my supervisors, Dan
Yoxall and Anne Gomez about the idea of having a 5k on

campus. As soon as the city began construction on the now
completed, beautiful Elmendorf Park, we decided to make
this 5k happen.”
Collaborating with several departments on campus has
helped Longoria make the event a reality.
“Adrienne Rodriguez, Associate Director of Athletics/
Campus Recreation and I became co-chairs in organizing
the Confetti Run,” said Longoria, “We formed a committee
which consists of the police department, marketing department, development and alumni as well as student life.”
Planning and coordinating a walk and run event can take
a while – almost a year. As for Longoria and her committee,
it became possible to plan within a certain amount of time.
“We began planning the event in Dec. 2016. Most runs
need at least a year to plan, but we made it happen with the
talent and expertise of the 5k committee”
Participants will receive a high-quality T-shirt and a finisher’s medal designed by OLLU’s very own brand manager and award-winner of OLLU Fiesta medals, Cathy Maule.
The purpose of the Confetti Run is to raise funds for
OLLU student scholarships. Longoria thought it would be a
great way to not only make this event memorable for everyone, but to help OLLU students financially.
“The run also known as President Melby’s Inaugural
Confetti 5k Run/Walk in honor of OLLU’s President, Dr.
Diane Melby who will be participating” Longoria said.
After the race, an egg hunt, hosted by the university’s
BESO, will follow to keep the festivities going.

“There will be food, music, refreshments, face painting, piñatas, bouncy houses, games, prizes as well as
pictures with the Easter Bunny” said Longoria, “I hope
this event turns out to be amazing and memorable for the
families.”
To find out more information about the 5K Confetti
Run or to register, you may visit www.ollusa.edu/5k. Faculty, students, and staff pay only $15.00 but must use a
promo code to obtain the discount. To receive a promo
code, please email Liz Longoria, University Events Manager at elongoria@ollusa.edu.

With the remodeling of Elmendorf
Park, the community has been able to
enjoy its wonderful new scenery and
walk trails. Elizabeth Longoria, University Events Manager, envisioned
a fun run for families and students to
participate and hopes of having this as
an annual event on campus.

Troubled University Presidents Point To Disturbing Trend

Ricardo Romo

By Mariana Salazar
In the past few weeks several university presidents
have been removed or have resigned before their retiring date; this has been the case not just around the
nation but in San Antonio as well. A few days ago,
a second university president in our city was placed
under investigation, leaving many wondering why this
has been happening more in recent years.

Six months ago, the president of The University of
the Incarnate Word was removed from his position after 30 years of contributing to the university’s success.
Following a series of scandals, it was announced that
students complained about the unacceptable behavior
then-president Louis Agnese had at a luncheon. Following racist comments towards an African-American
student, Native Americans and a Hispanic employee,
the board decided that Agnese’s comments “cannot be
condoned,” and he was asked to resign.
This month, San Antonio received the news that another of its university presidents was at risk of losing
his position. UTSA’s president, Ricardo Romo, was
put under administrative leave until further investigation. According to the Express News, he is accused of
sexual harassment and is currently under an internal
investigation. Romo has since resigned.
What exactly is going on that this issue has occurred
more than ever in the last 30 years? A 2014 Association for the Study of Higher Education study found
that 10 percent of Division I public univeristy presidents were forced out of office involuntarily. The number drops to 5 percent at private universities.
University presidents are being removed nationwide
for various reasons. The study found the top reasons
have been athletic-related issues as well as problems
with university boards.
Another example of this, has been the numerous
firings of staff and the university president at Baylor

University. Sexual harassment is another factor that has
resulted in university presidents’ dismissals. At private
universities, adecrease in faculty confidence is a frequent
factor.
The ASHE study of 927 university presidential terms
found that involuntary dismissals is on the rise. Four of the
five years with the highest turnovers occured since 2008.
It seems that these problems have previously existed,
but kept quiet out of “respect” for the president’s contribution to the university. Racism, for example, continues to be
a problem seen repeatedly—whether against a student or a
staff member. It seems that with other people standing up
for each other or themselves, people are slowly losing fear
to open up about some of the problems occurring in their
university. Many articles start off with victims saying that
this was “usual” and simply hit tipping point. With this
being said, we can expect this trend to continue and for
good reason. It seems we have entered a new era, where
enforcing rules applies to everyone, including people in
high-power positions.
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Student Fights Deportation Amid Current Anti-Immigrant Sentiment

Josue Romero is a 19-year-old art student at Southwest
School of Art. Romero is said to be a good student who
dreams of becoming an artist someday.

By Denise Coronel
“If I had not checked my phone and responded to
text messages, I would have made it out on time,” said
19-year-old Josue Romero. Romero was arrested by park
police in San Antonio, on Feb. 14, 2017 while at Martinez Park. The officer asked Romero a question dreaded
by many undocumented individuals; he asked him for
identification. Since Romero’s father migrated to the
United States when Romero was three-years-old, he did
not carry proper identification. The officer then asked to
search Romero’s car and found 0-2 ounces of marijuana.
According to the Health and Safety code in Texas, it is
considered a class B misdemeanor to carry 0-2 ounces of
marijuana.
This creates complications for Romero, since he is enrolled in a program known as DACA (Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals). DACA is an immigration policy
institued by the Obama administration in 2012. This act
protects immigrants, who arrived in the United States as
minors, from deportation. People who enroll in DACA

do not receive identification or a driver’s license immediately. Every case moves at a different pace. This is
why Romero was not carrying any identification when
the officer pulled him over. After his father posted bail,
Romero was not immediately released. His father had
no idea what was going on and continued to ask himself,
“Donde esta mi hijo? Where is my son?” Only Romero
knew what was going on. Romero was placed under an
ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) hold.
OLLU Assisstant Professor of Mexican-American
Studies Aimee Villarreal emphasizes that this has been,
“a constitutional issue.” Because of the seemingly lack
of information, Villarreal, together with former police
officer and OLLU criminal justice professor J. Harrison Watts, host an information workshop called “Know
Your Rights Workshop.” The workshop is aimed at educating folks about their rights as citizens, residents, and
immigrants in the United States. The workshop is open
to the public.
What happened to Romero encourages Villareal to
expand her work at OLLU and in San Antonio. The
goals are to empower people and keep them aware of
their rights. Villarreal also states that, “Ice can hold you
up to 72 hours. When ICE asks you to sign anything
or to present identification, the person can immediately
ask for a lawyer.”
Romero says that he sat in several cells with different
criminals. “They (ICE) were passing by asking everyone for their papers (legal documents).” Since the case
is still open, Romero only spoke about the attitude that
they had towards him.
“They told me they had my flight back to Honduras
ready. They said that DACA kids do not get second
chances under the Trump administration.” Romero remembers being handcuffed from his wrists and feet. He
was eventually on his way to Pearsall, Texas where ICE
has their South Texas Detention Facility. “I was on a bus
with other Catrachos—a term used for men who have
family in Honduras or men that were born in Honduras.
I felt the bus do a turn. I am sure everyone knows that

Romero is held by his father shortly after leaving ICE detention center. He narrowly avoided a deportation to Honduras. Romero is a DACA student, which means he is a child whose immigration status is in limbo, having been
brought to the U.S. illegally as a toddler.

Romero was arrested by a park police in San Antonio,
on Feb. 14, 2017 while at Martinez Park.
they do not really tell you where you are going, because
you are not that important. You are just a person they are
deporting. When the truck came to a stop they called my
name. I did not know why. They asked me to get out of the
truck, and they took the handcuffs off of me.”
Romero was released after Llyod Doggett, SAY SÍ,
Southwest School of Art, and RAICES got involved.
Romero is thought to be the second DACA deportation
case in the nation. His attorney stated that since he was
in DACA, he should not have left Bexar County custody.
The case is ongoing and Romero’s legal status is pending. While Romero’s life was once that of a carefree student with hopes and dreams, he now faces an uncertain
future at the hands of the Trump administration. For
Romero, he is prepared to fight to remain in the country
he has grown to love. “It was hard growing up adjusting and learning about this new world, this new land. Of
course, people made fun of me because I was not fluent
in English; however, I learned how to speak it quickly,”
said Romero. “One of the main reasons me and my father
came here was for opportunities, therefore I have always
been a good student,” he said. “As an immigrant the fear
of being arrested had always been there. I had hope that
everything would be fine up until the point when ICE told
me I was going back to Honduras. Then I lost all of my
hope. I thought about my father, and my friends, and the
fact that I would never see them again.”
While this may be a painful experience for Romero,
it has encouraged and motivated him to become active in
the fight and challenges facing the immigrant community
in this country. “I think people need to start loving each
other. There is so much hate in the world. The presidential election of 2016 brought out a lot of that hate,” said
Romero. “I just feel that this was the land of opportunity.
It has never been the best place but it was getting somewhere and now I feel that it has gone a lot of steps backwards.
“I am going to advocate for this issue,” said Romero.
“Expect to see me at marches. I believe that together as a
community, as humans, we can end the hate.”
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“Beauty & The Beast” Inspires a Generation

Photo Provided By Pauline Fields
By Pauline Fields
“Beauty and the Beast” was more than a Disney
movie for me. It was a lesson to become more, to want
more, do more and love more. It had so much impact on
my young mind that I can see the fearless-book-loving
Belle reflected in my own decisions. With the release

of the new “Beauty and the Beast,” I can’t help but
consider how the original Disney movie influenced my
life and well-being.
The movie was released on Nov. 11, 1991. That was
25 years ago. For me, it feels like it was just released;
the story never got old for me, it is a classic. In the
past 25 years, there have been spinoffs and remakes,
but nothing can compare to the original.
Belle, of course, is my favorite character and heroine. She was voiced by the amazing Paige O’Hara.
Beast was voiced by Robby Benson. The cast was
terrific and well matched, and they created the iconic
“Beauty and the Beast” song. It still surprises me that
a supporting character, Mrs. Potts, was granted such a
beautiful song, which went on to win an Oscar. The
movie also received an Oscar for Best Music, Original
Score, because the movie had depth, it wasn’t just the
story but the whole ambiance of the movie.
The whole point of “Beauty and the Beast” was
to teach a life lesson. Belle became an inspiration to
young girls. It said, be you, no matter what society
thinks. Belle followed her passion and her love for

books, even though everyone told her she was strange
and women weren’t supposed to read. She defied society’s norm and she didn’t need “Gaston” to make her
happy. She saw the fake lust and desire in him. Belle
was in search of true and unconditional love. She sacrificed her life so that her father could leave and return to
a normal life. She didn’t need a hero in shining armor;
she could save her own damn life.
That’s what I wanted to be. I wanted to be someone
who defied the norms. I wanted an unconditional love.
Looking at myself today, I am strong and independent. I
love to read because I can see the book in my head, like
a movie. I travel within my head when I read a book.
I love only those who are true to me. Those that understand and accept who I am are my best of friends. I
became my own hero, and I do not depend on anyone
for my happiness.
Thank you Belle and, thank you Disney for showing
a young girl exactly what she’s capable of. Everything.
See more of Pauline’s work on page 10

Athlete Of The Month

Kane Ybarra
The men's golf team completed the San Antonio Shootout with a fifthplace finish. After two rounds, the Saints were tied with Murray State College, but the Saints kept their place, while Murray State dropped to eighth
place.
OLLU co-hosted the tournament at the TPC San Antonio Canyons and
Oaks Courses with Oklahoma City University (OCU). Head Coach Alan
E. Baxter said, Kane Ybarra came in second individually in a tough field.
He beat the defending individual national champ, David Ravetto from
Texas Wesleyan. Kane is a freshman from San Antonio and has had a tremendous year so far. “I am so excited for him. He works hard and has a
4.0 GPA,” said Baxter.
As the team’s No. 3 golfer, Ybarra shot a 4-under 212 (70/71/71) for
second place in the Shootout.
Photo and Information brought to you by the OLLU Sports Information Office
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Skrizzly Adams Brings Hope With Music
By Pedro Becerra

Courtesy Photo of Skrizzly Adams. He is a 25-year-old recording artist from New Jersey. Follow Skrizzly Adams on
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Spotify and Instagram
@SkrizzlyAdams

Lyrics From “Tipping Point”
Chorus
Is this the tipping point?
Where the motor gives out
When push comes to shove and
you've had enough
And you don't want me around
Is this the tipping point?
Where the motor gives out
When push comes to shove, you'll
need someone to love
Cause I won't be around
Is this the tipping point?

For those unfamiliar to the aspiring American hero,
Skrizzly Adams describes himself as a “25-year-old
recording artist from New Jersey” who hopes to not
only have success in the music industry but also with
his own self-titled beef jerky line. His sound could
be described as a mix of guitars, electronica, hip-hop,
country-like tunes and strong vocals.
Skrizzly Adams released his “Stains EP,” follow-up
“Stains II” due this year and his debut album expected
as a 2018 release, on YouTube and other streaming
services such as Spotify where he showcased different
mixes and use of his vocals on songs.
Favorites include “Me and You,” “That’s Life” and
the single “Tipping Point,” which are all available on
iTunes. When asked about the single “Tipping Point’s,”
inspiration or any background that led to the creation
of this riveting single, Adams described the process as
“out of nowhere [when he] started playing the ‘Tipping
Point’ riff; exactly as it is on the record” with his friend
praising this early creation. Adams also stated he differs from other artists with his creative process that involves abandoning an idea completely over a period of
time, and then returning to the unfinished work to pick
up right where he left off.
With “Tipping Point,” he returned three months later
with producers Ken Lewis and Brent Kolatola to work
on it-a single says he is proud of.
Skrizzly Adams claims the support of his family,
specifically his mother, was the inspiration behind him

turning his visions into reality as he conquers the
world, one riff, lyric and note at a time. When asked
if there was a moment that led to his pursuit of music, Adams recalled no specific moment but only the
steady gravitation towards an already existing musical interest “that eventually got me [to] where I am
today and for that I am extremely grateful.”
The inspiration to perform, write songs and develop his own image also comes from a myriad of iconic
vocalists like Kurt Cobain and Eminem, songwriters
Bruce Springsteen and Neil Young to producers Rick
Rubin and rapper Kanye West, as well performance
from Garth Brooks.
If you’d like to see him, Adams plans to hit the
road this summer and fall while simultaneously playing shows throughout the year. His motivation is the
love from fans who share their admirations, importance and experience with his music.
His music helped some soldiers who have found
a way to cope with PTSD and single mothers who
found strength in his work. It is this connection with
people that Adams describes as, “the greatest experience on Earth for me.”
In 10 years, Adams would like to see himself with
five albums in his discography and a touring base that
is “a force to be reckoned with.” To those individuals
out there looking to pursue a career in music, Adams
says, “give it everything you got, never stop working,
and always trust your gut!”
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Library Makes Exciting Changes
By Chloe M. Brown
If you’ve been to the OLLU library lately, you’ll notice new furniture; however,
after talking with librarian Judith Larson, the furniture is just the beginning of big
changes ahead. Over the next five years, the library is planning to implement a
renovation plan that will improve all three floors of the library and create an inviting
environment for students.
The process started with an interior design firm for libraries out of Austin. This
firm attended almost all of the meetings for the direction in which the library will
move and paid close attention to what the focus groups requested. When the firm
came back, they presented furniture options that they believed were going to meet
the needs identified by the focus groups. Three of these focus groups were comprised of students: undergraduates, weekend students and graduates. Other focus
groups were formed of faculty, library staff and student support staff.
“We felt like we had a pretty good idea of what we wanted. I bought some of the
furniture, to just try it out and see what people thought,” said Larson. Some of the
study rooms now have desks and chairs on wheels, diversifying mobility options for
students. The library staff was looking for some soft furniture that would make the
space more comfortable. “The objective is to replace the wood furniture with items
that are more useful, more functional, more comfortable. Our objective is to make
the library more of an inviting place to be and to come and study,” said Larson.
Larson believes that the improvements to the library will create a more functional
area than what the library currently offers. By the end of the semester, Larson hopes
to work with OLLU Vice President for Institutional Advancement, Dan Yoxall, and
Dirctor of Facilities, Darrell Glasscock, to create a master plan for the project.
“I’ve been working with an architectural firm Piwonka Sturrock to create a master building plan,” said Larson. “As they came through, reviewed the building and
examined it–everything from the way it functioned to the way it was built—they
identified the same issues that Darrell Glasscock and I had when we walked through
the building together. We have a problem with flooding, drainage, pigeons; a lot
of noise, wasted space and the furniture was out of date. We hired them to help us
identify what the needs were,” said Larson.
Piwonka Sturrock works with the city of San Antonio, and Larson came in contact with them when the library requested a fire code modification to add an additional stairway from the first floor to the main entrance. The problem is that there
is a code issue with the city. By adding a staircase, it changes the fire exits. At the
moment, the first floor has no connection to the second and third floor.
The library has received many questions, as people are confused about accessing
the library from the first floor. Adding in the staircase is a big part of the project,
since it will make the building easier to navigate. Even the architects found the
building confusing and difficult to navigate.
Some of the other projects that the library wants to pursue are moving up the mural and creating additional open floor space on the third floor. They would also do
the same thing with the open circle at the front of the third floor. This does a couple
of things: it reduces the noise that reverberates from the second floor, and creates
additional floor space that could allow for more study rooms. The new study rooms
would differ in size so that students could potentially fit 20 people.
Other improvements include adding a coffee bar or beverage bar at the front
entrance of the library. The beverage bar would be one of the first things people
see when they come up the renovated staircase. It will connect to the front area, so
that others can see more of the building than just the ground floor. In addition to the
beverage bar, they would like to add glass front doors, so that students can see when
they come up from the outside and where they are going.
In addition, there are plans in the works to enlarge the 24-hour lab, expanding
and adding a venue with tables and chairs. The library community room would split
in half. One-half would be a computer lab for undergraduate students and the other
half for graduate students. Graduates stated that they would really like to have their
own space and the lab configured differently, since they have different needs. Access to the labs would require a student ID and have the proper restrictions.

The architects are waiting on the city to give their decision on whether the
staircase renovations will take place. Only after the city’s ruling will the architects
start costing out these various projects and putting them into an order that the
library could actually get them done.
There is a lot of support for these projects from all levels of the university.
However, the library will need the support of the OLLU community to accomplish
all of their projects. A couple of years ago, the library instituted a library fee, the
money is split 50/50 between for library operations and other half is going into a
savings account to pay for these projects. Some of these projects the library fee
will not cover. The library will have to do a little fundraising to cover all of the
renovations. Once the master plan is finished, then the library will have a better
idea of what the cost might be. Currently, even the architects’ estimates of the
products are guesses. Students and staff should all look forward to the improvements to the library that will come in the next few years.

More pictures of library improvements on the back page
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March Focuses on Herstory
By Chloe M. Brown
Just the very nature of being a woman is a controversy. There are many issues that come being a girl. There are gender pay inequalities, the pink tax, women’s reproductive rights, double
standards in society, and the list goes on. All the while, it seems that women are competing against each other in this never-ending contest of who is going to get that one job among a million men. However, March is Women’s History Month. It is a month where women try to forget, for 31 days, all the struggles that stand before them and remember how far they have come.
For the most part of history, women were put on the back burner of life. Women’s history is basically like the filming of “Suicide Squad.” Harley did everything that men had to do, but
while wearing heels. Now is the time to celebrate all women have done.
It’s only been 39 years since the origin of Women’s History Month. It started as a weeklong celebration of women in Sonoma, California in 1978. A parade in Santa Rosa was held, and
hundreds of students participated in a “Real Woman” essay contest. It was not until 1987 that women got the whole month to celebrate, and there is actually a lot to celebrate. Here’s a
timeline to show some of the amazing women that have made history better.

1887- Nellie Bly

The world's first immersion journalist spent
10 days in a mental institution.

1933- Frances Perkins

First to hold a U.S. Cabinet post with
her appointment by Franklin D. Roosevelt

1984- Joan Benoit

Won first women’s Olympic Marathon

1920- The 19th Amendment

2017- Viola Davis

American women granted the right to vote.

First African-American to win an Oscar, an
Emmy, and a Tony in a competitive acting
category

1968- Shirley Chisholm

First African-American to earn election to
Congress.

1914- Meta Warrick Fuller
The first black woman to receive a
federal commission for her art.

1960- The Pill

1997- Madeleine Albright

The FDA announces its approval of “The
Pill,”the first birth-control drug

1930- Ruth Wakefield

First female Secretary of State

1972- Shirley Chisholm

First black woman of a major party to run
for a presidential nomination

The inventor of chocolate chips. You're
welcome.

San Antonio’s Future Promising For Young Grads
By Lake Front Staff
Students looking elsewhere to live after graduation should think twice. San Antonio
has consistently ranked top cities to live in by “U.S. News and World Report” because
of its rapidly growing job market and proximity to trendy cities like Austin and Dallas.
The city’s plans include a multimillion dollar transformation downtown, adding a residential community and much anticipated grocery store. East Commerce near Sunset
Station will soon see a myriad of shops and restaurants modeled after Market Square,
showcasing the rich cultural history of the Alamo City.
Much of the city’s new and future growth stems from SA2020, a vision of growth
and prosperity, created by then-mayor Julian Castro and his twin brother, Joaquin. Julian later served in the Obama administration in Washington and Joaquin currently
serves as chair of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute, a pipeline for future
leaders. While San Antonio mayor, Castro created SA2020, a nonprofit with a focused
mission. The nonprofit independently and objectively measures progress on all of the
community’s shared goals for the future of the city. These goals are all brought together
by a vision for the year 2020, hence the name SA2020.
The organization has kept a close eye on San Antonio progress in making that early
vision a reality. The nonprofit released a comprehensive report recently that shows
encouraging numbers when it comes to emerging jobs and graduating young professionals. The report boasts the city ranks ninth in entrepreneurial business growth and
fifth as best city for recent grads.
Mayor Ivy Taylor credits the city’s appeal to its people. In her state of the city address she said San Antonio residents continue to set the example for low-cost housing
and strong business community. “Our people will continue to lead us through the 21st

century as one of the most economically and culturally vital cities in the United States,”
said Taylor. “All of us working together have accomplished so much. According to
census data, San Antonio is one of the 10 fastest growing cities in the nation, attracting
more millennials than other parts of the country,” said Taylor.
Taylor, who formed part of the city council when SA2020 was created, knew that
attracting millennials and younger urbanites to the city required a transformation of
downtown San Antonio. The initiative starred in 2012 and residents can already start to
see the results. New apartment complexes and trendy restaurants have begun to sprout
up in and around Commerce and Broadway streets. Taylor says this is just the beginning of a bigger plan. “Downtown development continues to prosper with more than
4,000 new housing options added or planned since 2012,” she said. “There will also be
the opening of a brand new HEB in the heart of our city.” Part of the challenges presented when mapping out downtown residential areas was the lack of a grocery store
for residents.
With such a bright future, San Antonio offers many advantages for future grads looking to settle in an up-and-coming city. Larger cities may rank at the top in some areas,
San Antonio takes the fifth spot in friendliest cities in the U.S. That fact alone should
be reason enough to stay after graduation.
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Green Is the Color for March Books and Drinks

By Pauline Fields

What does it mean to be good? To be evil? To be Wicked?
Some say it’s a quality you’re born with, while others say it’s created. Gregory Maguire tries to
explore this ambiguous question through the character Elphaba in “Wicked.” She was a child born
with green skin, razor-sharp teeth and was cursed from the moment she took her first breath. The
Unnamed God presented this child as a punishment to those who bore her. But, was it her choice
to become evil, or was the path already written?
“Wicked”
It took me a while to finish “Wicked,” and I’m not sure why. The style of this book was a little
different for me because, it was very political (and what I mean by political, is the good vs. bad
stuff). I started reading on Feb. 10 and finished the 519 pages on Feb. 26. For me, the book was
average; I enjoyed the new angle of a classic story, but it took too long and it felt like a lot of build
up for a quick ending. I gave a rating of 5 out of 10 and paired it with a drink called Apple of Eden.
I was completely surprised by this book. I expected a story less gritty, and actually got a book
that was filled with death, sex and vulgar images. Although this was a shock, it made the book

more lifelike. A reader could truly connect with Elphaba, as she became
real.
Elphie is an in-depth character. Her life is told through the perspective
of others at time, and it reveals what type of person she is through different
perceptions. To me, she was just a person who followed her instincts. She
didn’t question her wants-she just acted on them-and I personally think
she acted accordingly. Her sister’s death was the breaking point for her, as
everything she worked for was taken away while The Wizard of Oz was
standing in her way.
I love the way this book put reason to everything in the “Wizard of Oz.”
There were a bunch of “Oh I get it!” moments within this nonfiction. But,
now that I’ve read the book, I have an itch to go see the play.
The reason I rated it a 5 out of 10 is for several reasons. The first one is
because it took me so damn long to finish. I felt like it was never going to
end. Another reason is the political agent within the book. Elphie struggles
with what makes a soul in the book, and I constantly felt like I was in a
debate. I understand that this debate is show to the character’s dilemma,
but it was always shoved in my face. I like to figure out if a character is
struggling. I don’t want to be told constantly. The last reason was because
of the quick ending. “Wicked” didn’t really go into depth between the
final good vs. evil battle (which I thought was strange because the whole
book was based on that internal fight). Anyways, it was a decent book and
I recommend it to those who love a major, flawed character.
Apple of Eden
For my pairing of this book, I decided to pick an alcoholic drink made
by the Tipsy Bartender-the Apple of Eden. The main reason I picked this
drink is because it’s green like Elphaba’s skin. This is what sets her apart
from everyone, so I wanted to make sure to capitalize on it. The reason I
picked an alcoholic drink is because of the unexpected adult themes of this
book. The last and final reason I picked this drink is because the Apple of
Eden is the ultimate fight between good and evil.
On To the Next...
I’m glad I finally finished this book and I’m ready to move onto the
next. The next book I’ve chosen is a book a friend recommended and gave
to me, “A Darker Shade of Magic” by V.E Schwab.
You can follow “Books and Drinks” at booksanddrinks.blog.

Remembrance To Selena
By Pedro Becerra
The late Tejano star Selena Quintanilla-Perez continues to influence and impact today’s generation. That’s
why in remembrance of Selena, Stripes Convenience
Stores are featuring drinking travel cups with designs by
sister Suzette Quintanilla. This comes just in time to tie
in last year’s introduction of the Madame Tussauds wax
figure, and the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce announcement of her star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
The limited-edition cups will be available at the Fiesta De La Flor celebration in Corpus Christi, Texas as
well in select Stripes stores in Houston, San Antonio,
Laredo, Odessa, Midland and the Rio Grande Valley.
The Fiesta De La Flor runs from March 24-25 with
the hashtag #FDLF for fans to share their love through
social media platforms. Tickets range from $10-$15
depending on what day individuals choose to attend.

Two-day passes are also available. Tickets are available at www.FiestaDeLaFlor.com, Ticketfly.com, and in
H-E-B store business offices for a limited time.
AB Quintanilla, brother of the late singer, is the headliner for Sat., March 25 as well as a number of other
Tejano bands and artists who will provide entertainment
throughout the weekend.
At the time of her passing, Selena was in the midst of
becoming the first female Tejano singer to release a major crossover album. Despite her death, the album still
reached success, a feat that showcased her talent and so-

lidified her everlasting icon status. This came at a time when
the late artist was denied shows and payment as a female artist
in a male-dominated genre, transcending gender norms.
The self-titled movie starring Jennifer Lopez as Selena remains a source of inspiration to those fans who experienced
her death, and today’s youth who continue to embrace her
legacy.
For those looking to honor Selena’s legacy, the 22nd year of
her loss will be March 31. Former governor of Texas George
W. Bush declared Selena Day in Texas, April 16. For official
merchandise and apparel, fans can visit Q-Productions.com.
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A Young Nun’s Journey To Revelation

Sister Christiana With Her Mentors

By Alexis Medrano
The Congregation of Divine Providence is founded on the idea of Providence
and that everything will work itself out. Sisters Christiana Chávez knows this to
be especially true.
Chávez is only 27-years-old and is a novice—which means she has been officially given the title of Sisters, reads about the history of the congregation,
studies and is deepening her relationship with Jesus. In her second year, she will
get to go on a mission with Sisterss.
When looking back on her journey, Chávez believes that Providence guided
her direction. “I’m from the Midland/Odesa area, from a town called Crain,
which is very small,” said Chávez.” “I went to college at Texas Tech in Lubbock. I did not go to Catholic School at all, I knew maybe one or two (Sisters)
growing up. It was kind of in the back of head to become a nun one time, but I
just kept ignoring it. I said I can’t do that it’s kind of weird, so I don’t want to
do that. At Texas Tech, we have Raider Awakening, like the Awakenings here,
and I met different nuns from different orders. I knew there were different ways
to live out that life, but I still wasn’t interested. One year I ended up living in a
house with a girl whose aunt is a nun. She was the first person I felt comfortable
saying ‘I’m thinking I might be having the thought of probably being a nun.’
Her family member is in the religious life, so she can’t think it’s that weird. She
and I visited her aunt’s community, and it was nice, I liked it, they prayed a lot,
but it just didn’t feel like home right away. I thought it was something I would
do later. Randomly, which I now know is Providently, I found a card in Midland
and the card said ‘What’s your next step?’, and I turned it over and it had some
information about a convent in San Antonio. It was another place in Texas that
I could visit. Before that, I had done an online survey and got connected with
Sisters but they were from all over the county, and they invited me to come visit,
but I didn’t have money to go out of town for the weekend. When I finally found
one in Texas, I was really excited and emailed them. A Sister wrote back, and she
said I’m moving to Midland this week. We met for dinner, and that is how I met
the Sisters of Divine Providence,” said Chávez about discovering the Congregation of Divine Providence.
Chávez also remembers telling her parents about the decision, and they were
open to it.
“Whenever I told them I wanted to do this, because it’s not anything they are
familiar with, they were like ‘this seems kind of weird, but if God’s calling you;

I guess go ahead.’ I moved here, and that year they surprised me for my birthday.
They got in contact with Sister Gloria Ann Fiedler and said they were going to
surprise me,” said Chávez
Her friends were also supportive of her decision and some thought this was
perfect for her.
“I didn’t think they would understand, but it’s so amazing when I talked to
them they seem to understand Providence. My friend that is my same age, I
told her and sat her down. I told her I have something I need to tell you, and I
don’t know how you’re going to react. She saw me struggle through college, not
knowing what I was going to do with my life. She was fulling her dream and was
in grad school. She saw me change and she how distraught I was about graduating and not having a career. So, when I told that I think I want to be a nun, she
said that makes so much sense for you,” she said.
Chávez reflects on her journey, she honestly doesn’t know what else she
would be doing.
“The thing is when I graduated college, and I had my degree in Spanish, I
didn’t know what I was going to do with it. I had a lot of fear, because I was going out into the world. As a graduate from college you’re supposed to know what
you’re doing with your life and I had no idea,” said Chávez.
Even though Chávez was scared at first, she isn’t now. Chávez thinks that she
hasn’t completely changed her personality since starting her process.
“I still really really love having fun and making people laugh, and I always
tell people sometime I don’t know when not to be sarcastic. I’m still very much
that person that is very social. I didn’t want to enter a place that I have to be
different. I wanted to be able to be myself. But I’ve also grown and been more
confident. College gave me a lot of fear, and I was afraid of risk. Now I want to
be a risk-taker. I have no idea what I’m going to be doing-the sky’s the limit.
That’s something I don’t think I would have believed that someone would have
told be about a Sister before,” she said.

“God Is Calling”
Fiedler, who is a vocation director for the Sisterss of Divine Providence,
explains how Chávez’s story is an example of Providence. Fielder said many
people experience this through the Life Awareness Retreat.
“It was started in Houston, in 1983 and it was a lay organization that started
this retreat. They said to the men and women, ‘you men and women are great
people and do great things, but you don’t think it’s sufficient.’ So, they created
the Life Awareness Retreat, and the reason they called it that is to raise an awareness of life choices of young people, because we don’t think the that the choice
of religious life is sufficiently out there. I went to the Houston, with encouragement of one of our Sisters that lived in Houston. She said you come to the Life
Awareness Retreat so you can do it and start it in the dioceses where you are,
which was Brownsville. I did that, and learned how they do the Life Awareness
Retreat. I was totally sold and said we ought to have it every diocese. We get
the best results with true vocation results. Eleven years ago, I was called by our
superior general to come to San Antonio. I was in Indiana at the time working
with young adults. I came back, and the superior general asked me to be a vocational director for our community. I told her if I came to San Antonio, the very
first thing I want to do is start the Life Awareness Retreat for the Archdiocese
of San Antonio. That means I have to get the archbishop’s approval, so he’s the
first person I’ll want to talk to. I met with him and told him I would like to work
with all the vocations directors of San Antonio, and do the presentation.They
unanimously voted to start the Life Awareness in this archdiocese,” said Fielder.
Chávez agrees and believes the Life Awareness Retreat makes a difference.
“The Life Awareness brings the vocation directors all to one area, and it’s like
a college fair. It’s also a retreat and tells you what religious life is like. Then you
get to meet one-on-one with Sisters; and for me one of the biggest blocks I had
was that I thought I wasn’t worthy to be a Sister. But one of the sessions was
penance service. One of the priests was able to help me and said God is calling,
and not to be hard on myself. Which sounds so simple now, but it was life changing to me because I was to let go of all these things,” said Chávez.
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